Directions from Marseille airport to: Mas Saint Damien, 144 Chemin des
Madeleines, Isle sur la Sorgue, 84800 France
Leave airport and follow Toutes Directions.
Follow signs to A7 SALON. Stay right.
Enter dual carriageway. Continue to follow all signs to SALON and A7 to Lille or Avignon. Do not
take road to Marseilles.
Follow A7 towards SALON de PROVENCE (sea on your left). 20 km from the airport is a peage where
you take a ticket.
Dont take exit to SALON but stay on A7 following signs to LYON or AVIGNON.

Exit 25 to CAVAILLON, ISLE SUR SORGUE. (Peage 3.70 euros)
Follow signs to CAVAILLON and ISLE SUR SORGUE
Cross bridge and enter roundabout.
Can either take 4th exit and follow all signs to Isle sur la Sorgue or much quicker is 3rd exit to CENTRE

VILLE which goes through CAVAILLON town. These are directions for the CAVAILLON option:
Follow road through town and signs to AVIGNON or PERTUIS. Turn right towards
APT/PERTUIS. Road bends left in front of station. Through lights and go in right hand lane.
Through more lights and bear right and go under bridge. Follow signs at immediate ‘messy’
roundabout to ISLE SUR LA SORGUE (sort of left).
Go straight over the next roundabout on the D24 towards LAGNES, FONTAINE de VAUCLUSE.
Go over Coulon River.
At next junction (with D900) continue straight over. Road begins to get bumpy. Don’t veer to the
left but keep going straight.
Straight over little bridge at next stop sign. Straight over at another stop sign.
At a crossroads look for Chemin de la Foret and turn left; the road goes slightly back rather than
being a 90 deg left (you are about 10 to 15 mins from Cavaillon now) .NB Its possible that the sign
for Chemin de la Foret has fallen down. So, when you see a sign for ‘Hacienda’, don’t follow the
arrow but turn left at the crossroads .Its at the end of a large field of apple tree saplings.
At the water tower on the right, turn right into Chemin des Madeleines.
Continue approx one km and our turning is on the left just before a vineyard on the right and only
100 yds from the end of Chemin des Madeleines. The number 144 is on a low post but it is hard to
see from the road. If you miss it and reach a t junction, turn back and we are then the first on the
right.

